Transcatheter Leadless Pacemaker Implantation in a Patient with Recurrent Complications Following Transvenous Pacemaker Systems
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Abstract

A 79-year-old man had a DDD permanent pacemaker inserted in September 2007 for symptomatic third-degree atrioventricular block. Over the following several years, he underwent repeated battery removal and reinsertion in a different site, due to recurrent subcutaneous pocket complications (mostly pocket infection), after transvenous pacemakers implanted in pectoral and abdominal (epicardial lead) pockets. Ultimately, he presented with failure of capture from an epicardial pacing lead. A leadless transcatheter pacemaker was implanted, via femoral vein access. Post-procedural electrical measurements revealed a pacing threshold of 0.38V at 0.24msec, and R wave sensitivity 15mV; they were stable at 1-month follow-up.
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Case Report

A 79-year-old man had a DDD permanent pacemaker inserted (left subclavian) in September 2007 for symptomatic third-degree atrioventricular block. In 2005, he underwent primary percutaneous coronary intervention with stenting for acute myocardial infarction, followed by subacute stent thrombosis. In October 2008, he presented with signs of infected pacemaker pocket. He was hospitalized, received clindamycin- and penicillin-based antibiotic therapy; during the same hospitalization, he developed left axillary vein thrombosis for which he received enoxaparin. Culture of fluid aspirated from the pocket was negative. Three weeks later, he presented with recurrent pocket infection; the pacemaker was removed. In January 2009, he presented with asymptomatic trifascicular block, and intermittent atrioventricular block; he had a DDD pacemaker inserted (right subclavian). In April 2009, he presented again with infected pacemaker pocket; culture from the pocket discharge revealed coagulase-negative staphylococcus sensitive to vancomycin; the pacemaker was again removed. In October 2009, he complained of fatigue, and ECG revealed Mobitz II second-degree atrioventricular block (2:1 conduction), with a ventricular rate of 40bpm; a DDD pacemaker was implanted (left subclavian). In August 2010, he presented with swollen pacemaker pocket; yet, no signs or lab evidence of infection. Culture of fluid aspirated from the pocket was negative. In October 2010, he presented with a fistula of the pacemaker pocket, oozing discharge. The pacemaker was removed, and a temporary pacing lead was inserted via the right internal jugular vein, under parenteral antibiotic cover (vancomycin, cephalosporin). During the same hospitalization, an epicardial VVI pacemaker was implanted in a left abdominal pocket; pacing threshold was 0.5V at 0.4msec. In February 2014, he presented with a solid mass around the abdominal pacemaker pocket; yet, no signs of infection. Ultrasound revealed a seroma 9.5 x 11cm in size. In May 2014, he underwent exploration of the pacemaker pocket, seroma was removed, and the pacemaker was relocated medially; pacing threshold was 0.75V at 0.4msec. In February 2016, he had a leadless transcatheter pacemaker system (Micra™ TPS, Medtronic, MN, USA) implanted (Figure 1A-1D).
Post-procedural electrical measurements revealed a pacing threshold of 0.38V at 0.24msec, and R wave sensitivity of 15mV. In March 2016, the patient was asymptomatic, with a pacing threshold of 0.25V at 0.24msec, and R wave sensitivity >20mV.

**Figure 1:** Deployment of the Micra™ leadless transcatheter pacemaker system: 1A: Left anterior oblique view with contrast injection confirms septal position. The old epicardial lead is seen in position.

**Figure 1B:** Anteroposterior view shows the Micra™ pacemaker system in mid-septal position.

**Figure 1C:** The ‘pull-and-hold test’ in left anterior oblique view.

**Figure 1D:** The ‘pull-and-hold test’ in right anterior oblique view.

**Discussion**

Currently, transvenous pacemakers are the standard management for patients with an indication for permanent pacing. Most of the major complications of transvenous pacemakers are related to the transvenous lead/s or subcutaneous pocket [1]. Transcatheter leadless pacemakers demonstrated a safety profile similar to transvenous pacemakers while providing low and stable pacing thresholds [2-4]. In the current case report, the patient had recurrent pocket complications after transvenous pacemakers implanted in subcutaneous pectoral and abdominal pockets. The last battery (abdominal pocket) showed failure of capture 5 years after implantation; insertion of a new battery in another subcutaneous pocket portended a high probability of pocket complications. In such case, transcatheter leadless pacemaker systems would be a convenient solution. Implantation was successful at first attempt, with satisfactory electrical measurements both post-procedural, and at 1-month follow-up.
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